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Dear Friends of Facebook: I recently posted on and on my personal profile a video with the beautiful movement of this suite, compiled by little-known composer Peter Warlock (1894-1930). Then I remembered the following. Although I am not a music critic or musicologist, in 2001 I was commissioned to
write commentary manual programs for concerts by the excellent Orquesta de Camara Mayo (Argentina), then under the command of violinist Luis Rogguero. It was an experience that I enjoyed and learned a lot. Here I transcribe my comment to the beautiful Capriol Suite by Peter Warlock, who the
aforementioned orchestra performed at 08/05/2001 at the Borges Cultural Center (Buenos Aires). Gabriel Blasberg------------------------------------------ Englishman Peter Warlock (1894-1930) was a kind of figure in the music of his country. Essentially a miniaturist, most of his production consists of songs
with piano accompaniment. He was also a leading editor, ancient music researcher, writer and music critic. Since 1916 he replaced his real name, Philip Heseltine, with Peter Warlock and during his life he was involved in numerous disputes, both public and private. Some details of its short existence are
still unknown. Undoubtedly, he was the creator of some of the most beautiful English songs, thanks to his inventive melody, intensity and originality of harmony. The Capriol Suite, written in 1927, is perhaps his most famous work and is related to his work as a specialist and music researcher of ancient
England. Based on the Thoinot Arbeau dance collection, published in 1588, Warlock reworked them, adding his own personal style. Although the movements are mostly part of the collection, the composer did not hesitate to add countercanto, codes and more modern harmony. A similar but not identical
procedure was performed in 1917 by Ottorino Respighi with his first collection of Old Arias and Dances for Lad.1) Basse DansDanza solemn style, in which the legs were not raised, but slipped down the floor (hence his name). Although it is written in a three-fold compass, we find rhythmic changes that
come out of the expected. Let us clarify that this rhythmic flexibility is a feature characteristic of ancient music, and therefore should not be attributed to the supposedly modern touch of a sorcerer. There are three melodies, each repeated with different orchestration or harmony. Finally, the first melody
returns followed by a brief coda.2) PavaneOtra state dance. Start with a drum rhythm that will keep all the time. Above him, the strings sing a noble melody to four voices. Warlock The phrase is different from Arbo's version, as if to show that a new composer appeared on the stage.3) Tordion In this
dance, which faster than the previous, the Sorcerer removes each repetition to such an extent that the music almost disappears.4) Brunsles In its origin was a peasant dance, which was then accepted into aristocratic circles. You can hear at least five different melodies that gradually accumulate speed
until you reach the brilliant end.5) Pieds-en-l'air Only the first sentence appears in the old version. The sorcerer develops it into a melody that flows wonderfully and then repeats with new harmonies to conclude slowly and gently.6) MattachinsIn the first half of this dance is developed by one of the Aryan
Jehovas. The second half contains almost no melody and looks like a series of dissonant clashes between masses of strings, in a style very close to the music of Bela Bartok. This sonic texture certainly stems from the fact that it was a sword dance. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Capriol Suite is
a dance ensemble composed in October 1926 by Peter Warlock and considered one of his most popular works. Originally written for a piano duet, Warlock then composed it for full and string orchestras. According to the composer, it was based on melodies from Orhesography by ToinoTa Arbo, a guide to
Renaissance dance. However, Warlock's biographer Cecil Gray wrote that if you compare these melodies with what the composer did to them, it will be seen that for all purposes it can be considered an original work. The work is dedicated to the Breton composer Paul Ladmiro. The suite consists of six
movements: Basse-Danse, Allegro moderato, Re menor Pavane, Allegretto, ma a little slow, G minor Thordion, With motorcycle, Sol menorah Bransles, Presto, Sol menorah Pieds-en-l'air, Ande tranquilante, Sol Mayor Mattachin (Sword Dance), Allegro with a performance of the suite of about 10 minutes.
See also Peter Warlock's List of Compositions External Links Capriol Suite is a series of dances composed in October 1926 by Peter Warlock (October 30, 1894 - December 17, 1930), English composer and music critic. This suite is considered one of his most popular works. The composition For his
career the Sorcerer showed great interest in ancient music. He wrote articles, edited and transcribe songs for the canary. This interest in ancient music led him to write some works related to this type of repertoire, such as his 20 songs for voice and piano, as well as his famous Suite Capriol. Originally
written for piano duet, Warlock later arranged it for string assembly and orchestra According to the composer, they are based on melodies from Orhesography, a Guide to Renaissance Dance created by Toinot Arbo. However, Warlock's biographer Cecil Gray said, If we compare these melodies with what
the composer made of them, it will be clear that for all purposes, it can be considered as an original work. In addition, he was considered an authority in the field of ancient music, he was asked to write a foreword to a new translation of the Orkheographer, where he not only made a foreword, but also took
notes on musical examples. The melodies exhibited in this treatise were not written by Arbo, they were collected only from folk dances. The sorcerer prints his harmonic ideas and strictly does not follow the established structures. Thus pieds-en-l'air has an effect on The Delius and Mattachins of Bartok.
Only the pavana retains its original shape. This suite can be catalogued in works with cultural traditions such as Pulcinella Stravinsky, Vaughan Williams's Fantasia on the theme of Thomas Tallis and Microcosmos Bartok. This work was dedicated to the Breton composer Paul Ladmiro. The suite analysis
consists of six movements: 1. Basse-Danse, allegro moderato Courtesan Dance, popular between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, consists of a combination of bars in 6/4 and 3/2, which allows the use of hemiol, as we see in the first movement of the suite. [4] 2. Pavane, allergretto, ma a little slow
popular dancing in Italy, in a bar 2/4 or 4/4. Arbo describes it as an unchanging music, with the ability to be in double time and with two adjustable sections. [5] 3. Tordion, with a live dance bike that looked like a gallant, accompanied a low dance and danced with a pair of pavan-gallards, as shown in the
order of this suite. [6] 4. Brunsles, the presto popular dance is characterized by the fact that regional dance, that is, in each region was a different form. From the way it is written, we can say that it is a burgundy gill, because of its irregular shape. [7] 5. Pieds en l'air, a quiet walker Pieds en l'air, is another
way to call gallant. It consists mainly of a composite binary compass, in the case of the suite we find a 9/4 compass corresponding to the hemiol. [8] 6. Mattachina (sword dance), allegro con brio is also called the dance of jesters, a live dance in a binary compass. This is the only movement where the
composer uses modern harmony. Corleonis References, Adrian. Capriol Piano Suite, 4 Hands... Details. AllMusic. Received on June 17, 2019.  National String Symphony - Capriol Suite. nssorchestra.org. Received on June 18, 2019.  b c d The Peter Warlock Society. www.peterwarlock.org. Received on
June 16, 2019.  8. Bass Dance - Nicolas Graner. graner.net. received on June 16, 2019.  9. Pavane - Nicolas Graner. graner.net. received on June 16, 2019.  13. Turdion - Nicolas Graner. graner.net. received on June 16, 2019.  19. Branless Cuppes - Nicolas Graner graner.net. June 16, 2019.  11.
Gaillard - Nicolas Graner. graner.net. received on June 16, 2019.  24. Les Bouffons - Nicolas Graner . graner.net. received on June 16, 2019.  External references to the Capriol Suite at the International Library of Music Scores project. A review of the Capriol Suite on Peter Warlock's website. Anerography
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